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An alternative to the notation f ′(x) or (x + 2)′ is the so-called Leibniz

notation, d
dx

f(x) or d
dx

(x + 2) (also written df
dx

(x) or d(x+2)
dx

). It tells us to

differentiate the function to it’s right (treating x as the variable).

• What is d
dx

√
(ex + 2) · sin(x)

• State the quotient rule using Leibniz notation.
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Note that the individual letters in the expression d
dx

don’t have any mean-

ing in isolation - we could have as easily written Dx or D(x) or just D (some of

these notations are used). In particular, d
dx

is not a fraction with numerator

d and denominator dx, anymore than the percent sign % is a fraction with

numerator ◦ and denominator ◦ (or numeraotr and denominator 0, depend-

ing on how you draw it).

When applying the chain rule, you may break a complicated function up

into several “pieces”, and differentiate each of those separately.

• To differentiate f(x) =
√

(ex + 2), what two functions g and h should

you write f as the composition g ◦ h of?

• How should you write ln(cos(esin x))?



When differentiating an expression like (ex)2+sin(ex)+2ex, first note that

it is good to give the implied function a name, say f(x) := (ex)2+sin(ex)+2ex.

When confronted with a problem like “differentiate (ex)2 + sin(ex) + 2ex,”

some students will write a variant of “f ′((ex)2 + sin(ex) + 2ex)′′ - this is

nonsense; you are not applying some unspecified function f to the expression

(ex)2 + sin(ex) + 2ex. Re-read that sentence if it is not clear.

Now returning to mathematics. The function f(x) = (ex)2 +sin(ex)+2ex

can be seen to be the function g(x) = x2 +sin(x)+2x applied to the function

h(x) = ex. That is, f(x) = g(h(x)) or f = g ◦ h.

In this situation, to apply the chain rule requires you to take the derivative

of g with respect to x, evaluate that derivative at h(x), and multiply by the

derivative of h at x.

• Carry out the differentiation of f(x) = (ex)2 + sin(ex) + 2ex



Sometimes though, it is convenient not to have explicitly written out the

outer function g, or to think of the original function f as a single entity re-

gardless of whether your input is x or h(x). To clarify, consider this example.

The profit function P tells you how much profit your lucrative business

yields. If you are given a demand curve such as p = 5q, then you can think

of the profit which a production of 1 unit will give you, or the profit which a

price of $5 per unit will make you - they both refer to the same number for

your profit.

But if the function taking a price and giving you back profit is called P ,

then the function taking a quantity demanded q and giving you back the

corresponding profit is really P (5q), or P ◦D, where D(q) = p is the demand

curve. P is a different function than P ◦ D.

• Why do I say that P is a different function than P ◦ D?

• Even though they give you the same number?



But if we forget this because we like to write things that don’t make sense,

then we might talk just about The profit P and not specify it’s domain (either

p or q), as though it’s domain and the variable to which you apply it doesn’t

matter.

In this case, if we differentiate P it is important to know whether we

really mean the derivative of P with a domain of p, or the derivative of P

with a domain of q (which is really P ◦ D).

To specify that we want to think that the profit P has a domain the q

variable, we write d
dq

P . If instead we want the derivative of the function P

that takes a price p and returns the profit earned, we write d
dp

P .

Note that we can think of p as though it were a variable and this is how

we differentiate things involving p when we see d
dp

( but really for us it is a

function of q : p = 5q. This is why the d
dp

notation is pretty poor.)

So if we are told that P (p) = p2, then d
dp

P (p) = 2p.

But d
dq

P (q) = d
dq

(5q)2 = 2(5q) · 5.

• Explain how we calculated d
dp

and d
dq

of P the way we did.

Looking at d
dq

P (p), we see that we have d
dq

P (q) = d
dp

P · d
dq

p.

• Check that this is true.



And this, it turns out, is another way of expressing the Chain Rule, in

general. Given a function P of p, if we abuse notation and write P (q) =

P (D(q)) (it’s abuse since the P on the left and the P on the right refer to

different functions), then P ′(q) = P ′(D(q)) · D′(q), but here the P ′ on the

left is a different function than the P ′ on the right.

• Explain why that last sentence is true.

It is not very easy to keep track of what’s going on using ′’s to denote

differentiation. This is why we use Leibniz notation. Instead of P ′(q) =

P ′(D(q)) · D′(q), we write

d

dq
P =

d

dp
P · d

dq
p

or in a slightly different notation

dP

dq
=

dP

dp
· dp

dq

• Why does this correspond to the usual Chain Rule, at least for our

choice of P , p and q? That is, write what each term represents in the

example P (p) = p2 and p(q) = 5q



Going back to the example f(x) = (ex)2 +sin(ex)+2ex, we can think of f

as two functions - f(E) = E2 +sin(E)+2E, with d
dE

f(E) = 2E +cos(E)+2,

and f(x) = E(x)2 + sin(E(x)) + 2E(x), where E(x) = ex.

• Use the Chain Rule in the form of Leibniz notation to calculate df
dx

.

1. Let f(x) = cos(x), x(t) = t2. What is df
dx

? What is dx
xt

? What is df
dt

?



2. Show that the Chain Rule may be expressed as df
dh

= df
dg

dg
dh

. Can we just

cancel the dg’s for a new derivation of the Chain Rule?

3. Let V = 4
3
πr3. What is dV

dr
? If the radius changes with time, as

described by r(t) = 5t, then what is dV
dt

? (Notice that we went from

thinking of volume as a function of radius to now of volume as a function

of time).



4. Let S = 4πr2 and V = 4
3
πr3. Notice that dV

dr
= S. If the radius, r,

of a spherical balloon is a function of the internal pressure, p, via the

equation (k
p
)

1
3 for some constant k, what is dV

dp
? What is dV

dp
supposed

to represent?

5. If in the above, I tell you that the volume V is increasing at a rate of 5

meters/pascal (pascals are pressure-units), and that when the pressure

is 10, I calculate dr
dp

= 2, then what is dV
dr

when the pressure is 10? In a

real problem, you would need first to find dr
dp

when p = 10 on your own,

and might instead be asked to tell me the surface area at this time (you

would have to remember that dV
dr

= S, surface area).



Anatomy of a Related Rates Problem

The idea of a related rates problem is to give you an equation of the form
df
dh

= df
dg

dg
dh

, tell you df
dh

and dg
dh

, and ask you to evaluate these expressions for

a certain value of h and use those numbers to solve for df
dg

at that value of h.

Except, you aren’t given the equation df
dh

= df
dg

dg
dh

, but instead you are

individually given dg
dh

and df
dh

, and have to figure out that they satisfy this

related rates equation. Instead of being told “ df
dh

= 5hetc” you are told that

f changes at a certain rate (with respect to the units of h), and have to

realize that this rate is the value of df
dh

. And you aren’t actually given dg
dh

, but

instead are told (or must read the story to figure out) an equation relating g

and h, which you then differentiate to obtain dg
dh

.

Example. Davie has one chocolatey scoop of icecream on top of

his icecream cone. He notices that the icecream is very cold - so

cold that the temperature in his room is falling as the ice-cream

absorbs some of the heat (and consequently melts, falling in drips

onto his floor). The puddle which is forming is a constant temperature

(0◦) and contains the excess heat from the room (or so Davie reasons

- his thermodynamics may not be strong, but it will suffice for this

problem), and so he determines (based on the shape of the puddle,

perhaps) that the size of the puddle is directly proportional to

the square of the change in temperature in the room - he guesses

that the relationship is approximately Puddle size = 2(initial room temp−

current room temp)2, where puddle size is measured in mm3. He notes



that the temperature is falling at a constant rate of 1◦ per minute.

When the temperature has dropped by 5◦ degrees he wonders, ‘‘how

does the change in time correspond to the change in the amount of

icecream on my cone’’?

To solve this complicated example, the first thing we do is write down

variables for the quantities under consideration. Looking through the para-

grah, we make a list

• Temperature : T

• Puddle size : S

• Volume of ice-cream cone : V

• time passed : t

It makes sense also to write down any equations and/or relationships

between the variables which may be relevant.

1. Puddle size = 2(initial room temp−current room temp)2 or P = 2(constant−

T )2

2. Note that the size of the puddle is exactly how much icecream is lost

from his cone, or P + V = original amount of icecream.

We next make a note of the rates of change/ derivatives involved. In

particular, the last vague sentence asks that we determine dt
dV

, the rate of

change of time with respect to volume on his cone. Also, differentiating our

equations gives us another set of relationships between derivatives.



1. dt
dV

=???

2. dP
dT

= −2(constant − T ) from equation 1 above

3. dP
dV

= −1 and dt
dP

= − dt
dV

since V = −P + constant (equation 2 above)

We now put the available derivatives together using the chain rule.

dP

dV
=

dP

dT
· dT

dt
· dt

dV

We may now substitute in what we know to obtain

dP

dV
=

dP

dT
· dT

dt
· dt

dV

−1 = (−2(constant − T )) · (−1) · dt

dV

Solving this, we find that dt
dV

= 1
−2(constant−T )

, where (constant − T ) tells

us the change in room temperature.

So when the temperature has dropped by 5◦, the change in time measured

in seconds with respect to the loss of volume of his ice-cream is − 1
10

seconds

per mm3 of icecream.

Although this problem was tremendously complicated, the process of

naming variables, writing down all derivatives involved, all equations in-

volved, deriving the equations to get relationships between variables, and



plugging what is known into the chain rule is guarenteed to result in an

answer.


